
 

 

 

cor light: The new generation of  
LED solutions for the outdoor area 
 
In April 2010, ewo, the manufacturer of high-quality light systems for public 
areas, will be setting up the LED technology area as an independent subsidiary 
with the brand name "cor light".  
It is the objective of "cor light" to market the LED solution developed by ewo to 
manufacturers of outdoor lighting systems and to continue the development of 
the technology in cooperation with these companies.  
 
Since its foundation in 1996, ewo has acquired a reputation in the lighting sector for 
highly-efficient and innovative lighting technology. Apart from highly-developed 
reflective optics, ewo is concentrating upon indirect lighting systems that are presently 
one of the most technologically-advanced products on the market.  
 
These are the basics of the light technology of the various refractive optics that are 
fitted within the LED systems module presented by cor light. A particularly large free-
form surface refractive optic distributes light in a highly-precise way. Thus even the 
requirements for street lighting in compliance with the highest ME1 classification of the 
EN13201 standard can be fulfilled.  
 
This high standard of lighting technology is built in system modules and apart from the 
block of lenses, consists of cooling body and metal control circuit with high-
performance LEDs. 
 
The concept permits a flexible configuration of the single components of the module. 
Depending upon the application and type of use, there are three refractive optics with 
varying emittance characteristics available and per lens, up to 3 high-performance 
LEDs can be used in the light shades of cool white, outdoor white or warm white. 
 
Given the aspect of a guaranteed future and sustainability, particular importance was 
attached to the fact that in the event of faults or the anticipated further development of 
LED technology, single parts of the module can be exchanged without problems. All 
other components of the module can be reused. Disposal and recycling costs are thus 
kept low within the context of resource optimisation. 
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The decision for a modular system was weighted by three important benefits: 
By splitting into single modules, the system can be partially exchanged without the 
need to exchange the entire system.  
Optimal regulation to fulfil the requirements for required energy is possible, and the 
type of construction ensures that precisely the amount of the power is used that is 
intended for the application. No unnecessary light is produced.  
Finally, cor light is providing luminaire manufacturers with a product whose shape of 
construction permits the highest degree of flexibility in the design of the luminaire. 
 
Apart from technical implementation that was as simple as possible, a further central 
specification and development requirement for the product was simple operation of the 
module. Thus the module is already protected in accordance with IP 67, the subject of 
heat management has been dealt with and the module can be used by luminaire 
manufacturers just as any other type of lamp.    
 
 
The first project where the high-performance LED system is being applied covers the 
illumination of an outdoor area at the "Bella Center" conference building in 
Copenhagen, Denmark. 
Here, ewo developed an individual lighting solution with the architectural practice 3XN 
and the light designer Steven Scott. The reason for the "ewoIndividual" project was the 
UN climate conference in December 2009. 
 
 
For further information, please visit www.corlight.com. 
In the event of any questions, please contact Ms. Katharina Ruschak: 
press@corlight.com. 


